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Evidentiary adjudication principle is the core of modern evidence law and 
litigation system. If deviated from evidentiary adjudication principle, modern 
litigation system will not exist. As a theory of contemporary justice, a way to 
explore the fact, and a basic litigation principle, the evidentiary adjudication 
principle inevitably runs through the whole process of litigation. To research 
the litigate evidence system should inevitably research the evidentiary 
adjudication principle. Because of the deficient realization of the abundant 
connotation and practical significance of evidentiary adjudication principle, 
our law field does not pay sufficient attention to it for a long time, and thus 
there are very few articles concerning about it. Starting with the concept of 
evidentiary adjudication principle, this article deeply reveals the value and 
connotation of evidentiary adjudication principle by a scientific way of historic 
analysis and systemic research. Moreover, Regarding evidentiary adjudication 
principle as a final carrier and judgment papers as an entrance, this article 
analyzes the practical significance of embodiment of this principle, clarifies 
the ought embodiment of evidentiary adjudication principle in the judgment 
papers, and puts forwards the requirement on the fabrication of judgment 
papers due to evidentiary adjudication principle. Thus this article is neoteric in 
theory and operable in practice. 
Besides the introduction and peroration, this article contains 4 chapters. 
Chapter 1 analyzes the concept of evidentiary adjudication principle, and 
points out that it contains the value of both procedural justice and substance 
justice and it is the union of these two justices. Chapter 1 also reveals the basic 
connotation of evidentiary adjudication principle by investigating on its 
development history. Chapter 2 analyzes the relationship between the 
evidentiary adjudication principle and the judgment papers, and reckons that 














Due to the imperfection temporarily existed in the judgment papers in our 
country, Chapter 2 also points out that the full embodiment of evidentiary 
adjudication principle is of great significance in improving the logicality in the 
judgment papers, in improving the openness of the judgment papers and public 
belief on the judgment papers. Chapter 3 emphasizes on the discussion of 
ought embodiment of evidentiary adjudication principle in the judgment papers. 
It thinks that ought embodiment of evidentiary adjudication principle is to 
fully show the evidentiary proof ability in the audit program, the evidentiary 
proof value in the judgment program and the allocation of burden of proof 
between the litigants. It points out that the fabrication of judgment papers 
should be highly noticed, due to the abuse of tedious and wordy papers which 
may be caused by evidentiary adjudication principle. Chapter 4 mainly tightly 
focuses on the disputes and sort out the evidence materials, separates 
complicated and simple according to the necessity of the case, and clarifies the 
process of fact affirmation by way of narration combined with comment. This 
article concludes that it is great feasible to fully embody evidentiary 
adjudication principle in the judgment papers, only if pay enough attention to 
the way of fabrication. 
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